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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, February 24, 1967

Seen & Heard Purchase Area EOC Torn By
• Around • Charges Of Racism Last Night
„MURRAY
tJ

Primo Doyle, & firie gentlemen
Wrathy of all the honor that
aturrey State University could
*heap upon him, entered Rotary at
Concord. North Carolina in 1921.
Nix Crawford ts a square dancer,
Swatter at Rotary yeetenisy was
Juan Rodriquez We wish we could
ipeek Spanish as well as he weeks

con

*Ma domed some colored slides
•lf Oust/snub his native country,
nth trickided some orchids hangAle from the teees and co heothilleing in the ground It
domed a beauttful waterfa:
all water falling from
hillirlith in • thin diaphena
MM.

$5c

MI elderly reUred gent who hid
taken a roan tn • hotei had Jest
• s gone to bed when a flasbing
blonde bounced into the room
"Oh, menet me." the apologised,
"I muse have gotten into the
wrests month
Tlia_MiLann Wetted "Nat max
that, 'Weer lady, but you get
here 40 years too late"
•

We felt tight sorry for aid Trampas the other night We knew he
le would never be able to marry the
girl anyway and we wonciwed
what was going to happen.
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In Our 88th Year

MAOPTE2oD. Ky , — The Purchase Area Doononec Opportunity
Council irast Mont voted, toretamn Curler Brown, Paducah; as
director of a Nelson Amendment
work plan for McCracken. Marshall, Graves and Calloway counties during the remaining Ave
weeks of the current program.
The motion also contained a
provision that Noel Warren of
Canowy County will be diamissed
ogram.
from his posithe in the
The action came after lengthy
diacusslon and a spinted speech
by Brown
Brown has been heading the
program in htcthhcken Sounty
under the title of director. Warren does mender work in Canoway, Marshall and Graves counties,
The argument centered around
:MT'S title and his 1750 a
rite salary whiah was cut to
when Warren took on superee ether
(The Nelson Amendment program employs men from deadVantaged families for work on
beatitincaUon and other proisota
Some of the men already have
advanced to the pare where they

No-Furtger
Developments
On Theft

There is • commercial that cams
Ile dealliganents have been reon the TV that utilises a calm
hi—the theft at Kirksey
which sound, jun Mks thri
elhieh occurred Wednesday
bo.1 isidg the ace baths awn"
time the thing woes on,
crewed the settee and
ing a is initnedhe at the
Naturally the starts batting when angutied a sale in the ethool ofanyone comes to the door She is fice and stole about $300.
The money represented many
not the most sociable dog we
the school children had made by
know
selling newer seed. each class mold
Sport brought in a turtle yester- the seed and the funds In the
day StT11111 one Quite dead When We represented not only what
was to be paid to the firm selling
we found it anyway
the seed, but abo what profit the
Murray couples leaving today for children made mho.
The theft was cesoovered when
Daytona Beach, Florida are Mr.
and Mrs L. D. Miller, Mr and the school was opened yeoterday
morning
(OwsUsseed Oa Page Them)
—

Juan Rodriquez, graduate assistant on the faculty of Murray
can hold private jolts Sixty men State University was the speaker
currentiy are employed under the yesterday at the Murree Rotary
tram)
A.
04Ffrom an Office of OpRodriqueer *Miring in fluent
portunity' official M Waahington English. theillWid his native countold EOC officials that the pro- try ot Ouldeinala to *the Rotargram grant had provided funds ians. Using slides and comment,
for only one director. Robert he carried Rotarians on a "trip"
Scher acting director of the PAC, through the Central American
said he had received a telephone nation,
cafi from Washington 0E0 officHe told the ink that the counials that Brown should be retain- try exported coffee, sugar, and
ed.
bananas and imported many of
Brown instated he had been em- the items in dally use such as auployed as director of the Nelson tomobiles, and other hard goods
Amendment program for the four
With ocricrel ek, Rodriquez
counties. "I was hired — there LI denoted the colonel huhiscape of
no question than it at all," he hts natha mph, from the lowsaid.
lands near the neat to the moun-This program is an about the tains. Some of, the slides were
Negro. The new society came about taken on the large ranee operatbecause of the plight of the Neg- ed by Ms parents tonere they raise
ro," Brawn said. And in a fol- cattle, and grow coffee and main(tranthased On Page Three)
tain a dairy farm.
Rodrigues wa,s introduced hy
Ray Motletd, who was in charge
of the engrain.
Linda Oen. operator of the
Mew Drive-In Restaurant was
in troduced as a new Rotariert.
Dr Ralph Teaseneer, dew of the Guest of George Overbey was Cixgraduate achool at Murray State cult Judge FUthard Peek.
Untversite, will be the guest. Osaka' at the banquet to be held on
March 16 during the mental health
essainer for miniaters of W
PLentudcy and South =riots on
March 16 and 17 at the Ken Bar
Inn new °therewith
"A Fsechateetat hooka at the theater" will be the thane of Dr Teammate rassussion at the benquet
The owner is mansard by the
PadamhebbOresiben Canute Health
Aasociatiote Western Baptise HosThe tine sale of dart fired topital. and the Paducah Awes Minatenet Fellowship and le rapeoted to taco) will be hekl an next Friday,
be Weeded by several hundard in/n- March 3, on the Murree Market, soto an announcement from
iter of the aprogimately 1,000 ober- •
the Weetern Kentucky Dark-Fired
rem M the two hate itzes.
Toteeso Drowses ilappeollailan aid
the Murray Tebeerso Bawd of Trade.
This wth be thn that suppcirt
sates of the seasson on the Illaray
Mrs.
mart* on the four low leaf Rocca.
Ones are being held today an the
Aral rites for Mrs effle Garland of Coldwahr are being head fair Mors and Is the csay oak held
today at two p m at the Max H this week
The Murray Merlon has told 5,Chimed* Funeral Home chapel
for
with Bre. John 0 Wyatt and 679.177 pounds for Mane
Bro. Predetkit Ooltharp officiat- an average of $4025 through the
ing Burial will be in the Elm mese on Prilday, February 17. so•
to the figures released by
Grove Cenwtery
Palthearers are Altar Jones, Othe Harnett, reporter for the local
Roy Hill, Elvin Garland, Johnny market

Dr. Ralph Tesseneer
7,Speaker

Final Rites For
Garland Today

Brandon, Lewis Geriend, and Jerry Vaugem.
Mrs. Garland died Wednesday
at the Meal hospital after an II•
of one day. She was • member of the Latter Day Saints
Chun:3h at Tri City
The Max H. Churchil Funeral
The Mann State Thonasethreds However, he continued to play and Horne is in charge of the atwill wrap up their season Saturday soared 9 more points before the game rangienelis.
a night in a home game with West- ended and had 33 for the night
ern Keehn-icy, who has already won
Ttse 'nippers have played quite
the Ohio Valley Conference chamwell without Heiken and have TOYteam
In
3
the
No
pionedup and la
eel tram Withal to third In the Asthe country
sociated Pram pal More 1w tam been
The genie will be the third of hurt. Mike Peercett, a 5-40 tunlor
Good attendance has marked
the season between the two teatne guard has been the fifth Western the Family Night Lenten series in
Western won the first two-94-83 starter He plays out trent and Fire Presbyterian
Church, of
in the OVC Tournament and 18-79 Dwight Smith playa et Inekine ithioh the final whim will be
in ortetime at Bowling Gram.
forward post The other Tapper held Wednesday evening, March
Western tan won 21 azalea starters ere Greg Smith, Wayne 1. at 6.30 o'clock Hostesses in
game
of
losing
its
first
la games since
charge of arrangements will be
Chapman, and Butch Kaufman
the warn to Vanderble and Is
Mesdames Paul Lynn, Alfred Lindwith
the
preteens
owes
both
MoreIn
11-0 in the OVC after beating
sey and Jack Belote
outhas
tad
Haltoppers.
Murray
head arid astern on a weekend
The
programs following
the
standing psnarmances from Dick meals have
"centered around the
Murray has a 13-9 overal record Cunninglhant, the notion's No. I re- interdenominational theme of "Afbarmier. Chirwererhani had 26 points fluence and Poverty"
and Is 7-6 in the conifererce.
Claaset for
Westem will hkeiy have All- wid 28 rebound.t in the tournament an age groups have been
well
America Olen Iliartine in motion for game and 17 points and 21 rebounds planned under the direction
of
Saturday's mime fer the first tine at Western. Herb MisPherson has Mrs A 0 Wilson Mrs
Edwin
since the Mumer-Withern gime in also had two of his better games Larson, president of the
Women's
Bowling Green. Ileisithis broke a ageing the Toppers He tad 28 Association, sponsoring oertitijih
prea
bone in his wrist In that game with points at Louisville aix1 24 at Howi- aides at the adult
Canons.
- three mirages of regulation tame left. e.Green_ Don Duncan laid his beat
At the tint meeting of the !sergame of the year at Bowling Green
ies, Frofeseor A L Hough reviewas he sowed 19 points anti directed
ed "Poverty On • Snail Planet"
Use Racer offense.
by lectward Rogers Hostesses were
McPherson is averagtng 21 6 points Mesdames Opine Woods, Charles
Ply United Press international
for the lesion. Billy Churribler. 16.5, Simons and John Gregory.
At this week's aeselon, hostesses
Cunningham 14.9, Duncan 14.6, and
were Meade:nee Russell Terhune,
flock Haverstock 10.8,
West Kentucky — Generally
Edwin hereon and Vernon CampJim Stooks, reserve centee-for- bell. The speakers on
ld
. tontlLnd
afternoon,
to clear th Ctererreson
Wednesday
this afternoon. ward, had two good games on Mum- of this week inokuled Miss Regina
Saturday,
Winds northerly 15-26 miles per ray's roadtrip to East Tennessee Banter whose menage was based
hour and nutty this aftemoon and Tennessee Tech ea he scored 8 'on the text -Wealth and Want
diminishing in the late afternoon and 16 points. The Racers vitt the In One World." edited by Muriel
and evening High this afternoon two ganwe and now have beaten S Webb, Dr Fontana'
,Umbel who
24-34 Low tonight 10-18 High every team in the OVC but West- &scummed American Aid programa
Tech
at
lhourbeaten
ern.
hst1
They
Saturday mostly in the 301 131111In Pakistan, and Mr. and Mrs.
day outlook — Increasing cloud- ray but lora to East Tenneetwe They Herbert Crouse, who are working
two
overtimes
88-96
in
eared Hart
iness and warmer.
with the Vista program in this
at Johnston City and fell to Tech
area of Kentucky
Rentuoty Lake: '7 am 35415, no 89-96 at Oxikeerhe
Mr and Mrs Crow vii also
change; below darn 307 6. up 3.6.
Saiturclary's game hoe been sold participate in the final program
Barkley Lake 363 8. up 0.1; be- out for months The lahrraY-Weet- of the series when the speaker for
low darn 3159, up 02
ern froth will play a prelinerwu-y at the evening win be Dr. Dale LeSurmise 635, sunset 5:46.
6 o'clock Varsity action will begin mons who will deal with economic
Moon hoes 5:49 pm.
issues and poverty.
at ft

2 lbs.

Good Attendance At
Family Night Series

,bards

rt on

WEATHER REPORT

cuni

ran

*
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NEW FIRE TRUCK, STREET
EEPER BOUGHTillf CITY•
Jury Finds
In Favor Of
Houston Ray
A trail was hell in Calloway
-cult Court yesterday in which
widow of Richert, Jeffrey as
administratrix of tea estate
the Hazel Jones, as the ado of the estate of her
-aniclin 8 Henson sought
Iran Houston Ray. The
from an accident which
on May 16. 1963 at
Hazes, in which Jeffrey and Henson were killed and Ray was in-

String Orchestra Has
Program Last Night
At Kiwanis Meeting
The string orchestra of University High presented a program before the Murray Kiwanis Club
last night at the Woma.n's Chita
House The orchestra of thirteen
members was directed by MSU
Student director. David Babbs
Len D. Whitina.n is the teacher
of the group
Composed of nine violins, two
violas and two cellos the orchestra
payed "Alla Turca" by &hired
and "Pavane" by M. Ravel and
closed the program with "rend•
by Walter Grow
A quartet composed of Kathy
Scott, first violin. Cindy Wept.
second violin, Mary Janti
anise, viola arid Miry Ent WI...
tar cello linalesamt -Dandies iliaaut Quarter:—
- Artie Scott, program chairman,
presented each member of the
group with Kiwanis CleatIons.
The whestra was composed of:
venue, Zathy Swat Jayne Scott,
Reath Tinsiewer. Cindy Wager,
Chrntitte
Marilyn Alexander, Debbie Benive, Terry Oben
and Callff
Violas. Man
Jane Bustiewle sad VI:Me Copeland' MIMI, lage
Welter
and Jan PSC
Visitor& at the meeting were
Dalton Boyd. Jr. of Mayfield and
Rater Marsha. llortkellhestosalltnee
USU.

Audit For WateiVSystem Is
Approved; Fees Are Revised
A new fire engine to be placed
on the °hunts' purchased at the
last council meeting, was bought
last night by the Murray City
Council from the Howe Fire Apparatus Company of Anderson,
Indiana. The company placed a
bid of $18,969.00 for the 1000 gallon per minute pumper and prometed to derrver it in 130 working days from the tune it renewed the chassis,

Contests Will Be Held
At Woman's Club
House February 27

were

Growers Vote For
Continued Control

In

Donations For
Fund Are Planned

Murray High Students
Were In Chorus

Hazel PTA Will
Meet On Monday

By Fire
At Welding Shop

Murray Lions Will
Meet Next Tuesday

hour. Mayor Ka& said that it is
nearly impossible to maintain 15
miles per hour between Main and
Chestnut on North 15th.

A revision in the cost of Metalling curbs and hatters and
aidewalks was made by the council. The cost of web was increased by 25c per foot. Curbs and
gutters now will cost 11 75 per
foot and sidewaiks $1.50 per foot.
The adakvalks will be four feet
Internetialit chassis was wide and four bushes thick.
plitehimed at Me het council meetMayor Ens potnted out that this
Me en Febrility I from Truck
barely covers the inSON. el Murray for increase
of labor on this
l intim the ohshis 15 crease in the cost
type
WortOf
Anderson,
will
go
to
the
reedy it

Zitri

la. the trial yesterday the Sun
found for Ray. Both Mrs. Jeffrey
and Mrs J6ties altered that neglisdiew plant of Howe for inligence on the part of Ray conof the /ire engine body
tributed to the deaths of Jeffrey
with all of Its apparatus and
and Jones.
equipment.
The Jury however in effect mid
Howe specialereis in fire apthat the two shouid have known
paratus equipment
that Ray was in no condition to
ceeve. If he was in no condition to
The only other bid was from
drive, and therefore surrendered
the Peter Pinch Ar Sons Comany right., they might have to
pany of Kenosha Wisconatn. This
Oaken damages
firm bid 122,500 on the fire engine
This case was tried originally In
with deNvery In MO to fill* weekMay of 1964 and at that time the
= deers
Ciescue Judge handed down • deN. E. Schultz of IBeliwg, Teneeted tertlict in favor of Ray.
nessee, was present alethirepreease We appealed to the
seated the heave ghtehhethe teed
Cburt of Appeals and this cern
Robert Catlett. of Laritmek
Ia
handed down the ruling that the
present for Peter Pinch.
lower court erred by not letting
The council Woo received bids
the OM, go to ar jury, thus pavon a new street sweeper. Two Mho
ing the way for another trial.
were received on this piece of
In other action yesterday the
equipment aLso with the old Elgin
court probated Kenneth 'Ma,
'weeper the city now has, to be
Gerald Harris and Steve Allen
accepted on trade-in.
Hopkins for a penal of Uwe
Rudd Construe tion Equipment
years The three
charged
The Murray Woman's Club we] Company, Into ot Latino tile was
with storehouse breaking and also
hold
In
music-seethe -knittUng the low bidder They made a gross
dwelling house breaking They had
contests at the Clubbouae on Mon- bid of $13,244 and allowed $4,111
received a sentence of one year
day, Teener'
, 77th at 730 him on the trade-in, leaving a net bid
on the first charge and two years
The winners of contests in in- of $9,137.00. They will deliver in
on tise second charge with the
strut:menial musk. sewing and knit- thirty days.
sentences to run concurrently. A
ting w15 compete in the First
Mb Pence and Ben Rose were
motion for probation was entered
District Contest in Pealitah on presiit at the meeting representand Circuit Judge Richard Peek
Iffseich
ing Rudd
handed clown the probation rulOnly other bidder was ConThe Egyptian music contest,
ing yesterday Today was rule del
mongered by the Musk Depart- tractor's Sales Company of LouDark tobacco growers in Ken- In the court and the jury will not
isville. This finn had a gross bid
ment, well also be held at the
tucky, Tennessee, and Venetia vot- report back until next Tuentlay.
house on the same night. Winner of $12.026 with • trade-in of $2,ed to continue their acreage-conthis competition will receive 170 leaving a net bid of $9.86.5 BO.
trol price-support prevent for anothe Muer Club scholarship ward Dan James represented this 6ointher three years, according to an
Heart
The public 14 cordiany invited pan y
announcement made yesterday
to attend both the murk contest.
The counsel plans to pay one
The resuite of the mall ballot lase
and to view the art exhibit A re- half of the purchase price at the
week showed that 9314 per cent of
ception win be heel afterward, time of delivery and pay the
the 13,766 voters epproved the proDonations for the Kentucky with the Music and Creative Arta other half in April 1968 with Ingram In Kentucky about, 5.000 votHeart Fund will be collected dur- dehartements being hostesses
terest at six per cent.
ers approved the meager* by 96.5
ing halftime at the Murray-WestRudd handles the Wayne Street
per cent
ern
basketball game, Saturday
sweeper and Contractor's Salm Is
The vote means the,farmers will
night, February 25
dealer for the Elgin
continue to receive govenimerst prtce
Chairms.n of this special event
Joe Pat Trevathan of the firm
supporta for thee craps in 1967,
In Murray for the Heart Fund
of Richardson and Trevathan was
nth and 19619. and in return will
is Mrs Willard Alia, 1610 KeenFour Murray High School htu- present at the council meeting and
oontinue to limit the menber of
land Drive She will head • dents participated In the ah67 reviewed the audit of the Murscree on which the tobsicco can be
group of women of Beta Sigma Kentucky Al State Chorus held ray Water and Sewer System.
raised,
Phi Sorority and girls from the •t
Trevathan went over the audit
Western
State
University,
Penhallink Council of Murray Bowling Often February 16-111.
pointing out that the operating
Mate University who will collect
They were Kay Hale, Joe For- revenue of the system increased
the donations
ret, and David McKee, seniors, by $26.000 over 1965 to the aim
The Breast Event Chairman is and Susan Nance, junior Miss of nearby $300.000 Tapping fees,
7Ite Hazel Elementary School presently serving as Treasurer of Nance was socepted for the select robsumers forfeited diacounts and
Parent-Teacher
Assoctatton
wit the Murray chapter of Beta Sig- group for the All State Madrigal miscellitrieoin revenues also Mowmeet at the whoa on Mooday, ma Phi, the world's largest non- Gram They were accompanied by ed increases
Mrs John Hawker, choral director
Operation costs of the sOttent
Pebruary 2'7, at seven p.m. with academic sorority
The con tributioins collected at at Murray High School.
the topic of the program being
also showed an increase, however
the basketball game inn go to
"Truth About PTA",
Tree hundred students ninety these costa were hot as much as
Bro. Gerald Owens, pastor of support research, education and high schools througeout Kentucky the increase in revenue
Total assets of the system are
the New Mt
Cannel Baptist community service activities of the took part in the event spornored
Church, will give the devotion Kentucky Heart Association.
annually by the Kentucky Musk listed as 12,62r1.176 in the audit.
Trevathan indicated in the midThe progrern wig be try the fourth,
Educators Annotation
fifth. and sixth grades.
During the three day event a st that the system is in excellent
Car Damaged
The Founders Dag offering will
variety of concerts and recitals financial condition and that the
be taken. Gene Orr Miller, prewere given for the music teach- bond requirements are being met.
ers present. The chorus was dir- Separate accounts are kept for
sident, urges aS parents to attend.
A social hour will be held with
ected by Rota Tarrant& of the the bond awe payments and interest. The $600,000 bond lame of
refreshments being served by Mrs.
A WM Chevrolet inside the bullid- University of Louisville
Edwin Robinson's home room mo- ing at the Five Points Wekiing Shop
The chorus, along with WI oth- 1963 wen be paid off in 1e70 and
was desnaged exteneivith by fire ers, gave a concert Saturday af- the $350,000 bond issue of 1964
thers
this morning. according to the Mur- ternoon at the Diddle Arena at will be paid Of in 1978. The last
ray !Ire Department who answered Western State. Recordings were bond issue WI15 in 1961 and athe omit at 8:50
made of the convert by the Cent- mounts to $750,000.
The audit Into reflected that by
ury Recording Company.
The firemen used the booster and
the end of 1996 the system had
The Murray Lion.s' Club Will chemicals to extinguish the flames
3,663 metered water customers and
CALL MEETING
conduct Its regular scheduled din- on the car. Two nurks answered
3.410 sewer users.
ner and meeting Tuesday, Febru- the call
The council approved the audit
The Murray Girl Scout Council
thanked Mr. Trevatran for
ary 28, at 6:30 pin,
Lag, night at. 930 the firemen will have a ea/ meeting at the and
Lion President Vernon Ander- were caned to 912 North 16th Street Scout cabin on Monday, February his work.
son urges all Lions to attend the where a grate fire was tenoned The 77. at 9:30 ant Mn Catalino
The speed limit on North 15th
meeting whidh will be held at flames were out on arrival of the Catalan, president of the council, Street will be increased from 15
the Woman's Club House.
mites per hour to 26 miles per
Pere Department.
urges all members to attend.

Final Dark
Tobacco Sale
Next Friday

Murray To Meet Western In
Final Game Of Season Here

bag

Juan Rodriquez Guest
Speaker For Rotary
Thursday At Noon

10. Per Copy

h. niALAirdid_Iiidlt will be added On COMM, near Sixteenth.
Radio equipment will be installed in the new fire sub-station.
The unit will be purchased from
C. W. Jones of Paris, Tennessee
for about $380 with the entail&
costing about $125.00.
The couneal discussed
=
of bulkiing pegintt fetal
cedinanca milt be dream tor 008h
oh -the wet Arson&
meeting, deliditg fees bees bien
pegged.at MN Art a redikirme.
nrapallime al tier gigs and glit.00
for commercial builikells rellahdlees of'the cost.
A suggested scale of $1000 for
the first 1,000 square feet for residences with $1 00 additional for
each additional 100 square feet
was proposed.
The commercial fee would be
based on cost, of the building,
since most buildings are contracted arid the cost is known. A fee
of 115 00 for the first 115.000 con,
with $1 00 per thousand dollars
aver 116,000 th to $100,000 was
suggested. The hale would drop
neer $100.000.
tor brafItings
Under the now Iles aide a millkyn dollar bedding weld bring a
building fee of Mdse.

Collision
Occurs Here
-A two oar madden mourred yesWeft at 4:1/ milla On the pertinent of Uncle Jeffs on U.S.
Kiliberier 611 South, according to
Patrolmen B. I. Wilson and Dale
Spanm.
herefina le the coaision were a
leen Clborratet two door owned by
Robert Schroeder and driven by
Maxine Schroeder, 534 Oaktawm
Paducah, and a 1967 Pontiac two
door awned by Richard D Lovelace, Hart Hall, and driven by
Foster D Lie of Anchorage
Police reported no injuries in
the collision.
One person was arrested for disorderly conduct on Thursday by
the Murray Police Department.

Mrs. Sam Cook Is
Course Director
Mrs. Sam F. Oocrit is director of
the mission study to be held by
the Woman's Missionary Society
of the First Baptist Church on
Tueaday, February 28, from seven
to nine p.m.
-Forrest Trails To Urban Jungles. by L. H. Moore la the book
Wise discussed by Mesdames Robert Bditheten, Rudolph Mowereh
Harold Beaman, Earl Wexford,
Hugh Noftainger, Edger Shirley,
ond Ralph Tesseneer.
A fano "Missions In the Great
Lees Area", will be shown.
Awing the midterm& of the
study a deasert will be served. All
Interested persons are invited to
attend.
•••••

•

•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
JAILIB C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISH=
In
Wat
ing
lego.
he's
sell
NN'
One
ISM
envi
ern.'
the
bolt

The Almanac

I
NIL
FAMILY)/ q*.

NATIONAL IEMPRASIOPTATIVIS WALLACS WITMER 00.. WM
illardsonAv, Mensphia. Tem. Time 111 1-41e Bldg, New York- MXStaphenans Bidg., Detroit. Mich_

isodsy
by
nite
t ! Fn
Prese
day.Internatilmai
reb.
"
34, the
arterial A ohs Pest Lithos, Murray, Kesoutity, for transonsaan 51 Wen day of 1961 with 310 to folSecond Class Mauer.
low.
,
Tbe monung star is Mara
81811110181R1011 KAMM: as Owls in Mara,, per nest lien peg rosatb
The evening stars are Venue,
Wit In Callaway and adnaleg oramiess. ger year, eaill; abewnsre, $11.00
Jupiter and Satzn.
WHICH FlOtItill IS YOLIS
mon born today an under the
CASTLE'?
-"The Owlelleadan Civic Asset el• Ceminimilke b Ma
sign of Pusses
Three centuries ago. ea Enttlisk
behegglin el Ms aentreabia
•
Adm Chester Nunits, Command- Judge proclaimed that 'a man's
er-m-Ohief at United States Nasal house
camtle".
FRIDAY — FEBRUARY 24, 1967
___Alfegig„-ftr•
WarE. was born on ISM dip la Mirth "-Sesendomix to the 001).•
agitation fatrade any "unreason11116.
Ceskiiiii- den Is tuiseser:
able ssaishe of a prima
In 111011,• group of Germane srperAnd today, the aataty
ay UNITED raise iiiTKILNeirmal.
genial the National lindeast son's house rose goventessalea
"SAIGON — US. I/minim commander Oen. William C. Party, a fcenninner ot the Nazi
Westmoreland atter U.S artillery units shelled targets in party to be led by Hitler
In 1946. American troops libNorth Vietroun tor the fu•St time:
erated Manna time the Japanese.
"The use of artillery, based in South Vietnam against
In liate, Juan Peron was electMilitary targets in and north of the Demilitarized Zone has ed President of Atimeetne.
!Wagon. This azuon is designed to supplement air strikes in
In use, PEON11•01 Illinenah of
the DMZ area . . .
Ghana vas ausiesd from office.
A thought for Ike day — French
CHICAGO — Martin Taira, convicted of murder, and writer Pierre Corneille once said:
Sentenced to death, after his marriage Thursday to a.
an "Ite ebb allow hewed to be in4,
sulted—dreetterea -to
he met in the -prIfitit's visitors Kean:
"I/ we get a break somewhere along the line, we'll get
along fine."

LAWYER -

Quotes From The News
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WASHINGTON--Sen. William Proxmire, chairman of tilt
Joint Congressional bconomic Committee, reporting genera..
bpposation to the Presicient's proposal kw a 6 per cent liintiene
Lax surcharge:
"I taunt the hearings will tell Congress, to keep Its powde.
dry as long as possible and to take a good nard loot at the
economy later on before acting."

Be Mn. K. O. Key
February 22, 1967
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children at Hestretlie. Tenn.. event
the weekend with the Gimes
Orr's. Other visitoes were Mr. and
Mrs. Olynn if on and bany,
Bro. and Mrs, Warren Sites and
children, SUaall and Much, and
It D. Key.

visited the Henry 8yites' Setunlay
night.
Mrs. Bente Jenkins Is 'priding
a few days with her' datighter.
Hilda Orr, who Ls right sick.
Little Guy Wyatt was taken sick
naturday Mold all the home of
Glynn Orr with a severe sore
throat.
Oman Partied was in Paris
Wednesday to see Dr. Newman.
His cenditian Ia Lair. Mr. Paschen
will go to a doctor at Humbolt
Ilberaday for examination on his
eyes as to whether or not he will
have surgery for removal of cataract.

vaden hasn't been so well
nicely. He was in Pares Saturday
to see Dr Dunlap R. D. gm(
visited him Saturday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs Warren Settle
and children, aLlail and Marsh,

Mrs aennie tartar returned
home from Henry County Hospital eaturdar. lir and
)41-raFru* Wyatt and son of Jackson
and Miss Huth Taylor or MemTaw-., Awn" stim mime

North Fork
News

PUBLISHED by LEDGLit a Tata P1751.28181314 COMPANY, 1.
Ceesoadatatia at she Muirsy Lades, Thu Calloway Timm and The
Taisse-Heraid. October 10. 1910, and tbe West Kentuckian, January
L. 1941.
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intrusion mill ranks as one of
Vie moat distinctive hallmarks of
• free land
Stu which -house" is the law
taftimi about?
Obrianly it mearn, a ham that
Mrs Opheila asseelf
vas awn and bee in. And It inFebruary 39, MOT
choate a home or apartment that
/Sunday ueats of Mr. and Mrs. pott inielery as a tenant.
WASHINGTON — Sen. Henry M. Jockaoh,
• urg- Jess Darnell were Mr. and Mrs.
Iseraver cottage? Home Waller?
ing the American people to avoia the extremes in Vietnam cf. J D. Lamb and Mr and Mrs.
HAM_ Mem? AU Mese too, dime
pullout or all-out bombing:
Perry L.
User me pieces of dwelling. anti-.
•Trir chance
'allure now beg in the possibility that the . faraday dinner guests st 16r.
tne consnintional Len
American people will not understarid the importance o, and Mrs...limey llama and ass MOW It parr"
were
Mr
and
Mrs
Dan
Iliimell
p.umainc true limited war for limited objectives "
The preishon may also reach
and aon. Mr and elm Delbert berme the hems MEM. Courts
Newarene and daughter, Mr. and have held it to Indult a bowlsMrs Babby Karma and cluidren, header% ailasienell garage and a
and Moe Masi Damen.
fanners neaten barn. In both
Masters Kenneth and David eases, Vas coma felt that the
amilh spent the weekend with esnattellional *Mrs Mould cover
their grandparents, Mx and Mrs. all areas reasonably within ibe
Bad Lamb
ambit al Amer 111*.
For thou bringesl certain strange Wags to our map
: we .21m"
mad Twin
,and two chaDoes Ana aisinitati-theileI.
ined(' know therefere what thine things mean. —Acts 1/1:111.
tee_ woMeed. mill bre
• -PrIVIepit-samenery for erimerfWe have Toacce
many things on faith,hut faith that asimr
.
Nog Taira
Not et al. A bome may indeed,
has not been verified by life is always weak and insecure.
sr. and alra Ve Midget be searched under proper circumvisited Mts. Osseser Warman and stances — for example. it the poIssreay seternom lice first obtain a warrant or are
"fti
Talleinie
rVieil an Mrs. Laura in tbe process of nudge* a lft
Ma Otani
avast.
Mns Hattie Wilson and Mrs
Per then the search is -reasonLIDO= a TIMES FUJI
meat
last
Tuesday
kale
Milani
e
rank" not forbidden by the con,
with Uwe Ana, Miss Mtn Lamb. stitatkinsi bah As a United states
Mr de Mrs. Cody TInwd Aft &WOW OCANY !wince said in
Dlinttia reported today were Mrs Jennie Bishop, age 82,
*Wanda/ everung guests of Mr- upholding- rightful searehe.
Jim J. Taylor. age 79, of Parts, Tenn.. and Walter A. Adams,
and Ma. Owes Ithibie
"Ithe framers of the consetuage 80, of North 5th Street Murray
Mrs !Fred AVMs was a caner non owl intended to rentrsin the
MissMildred Hatcher has recently been selected as one
abuse. not aboash the power"
to be included in the third edition of the Directory of Ameri- at Mrs. Maine *ma ma MO
But wittiest inch jeglityWer errcan Schoilars to be published Mit spring. She is now teaching Lois Marlow mm alanmm the
imisseances. a balm MOOD secure
PA with.
at Austin Peay State College, Clarksville, Tann ,
Mr. iad
Dewy way vilest Ire Mouses of setieradom
Sergeant First Clays
H. Jaeltaest veceritty arrived
, lir. Wiliam
rt Germany arid Ls now a member of the 2117 !Uhl Artillat7 Saimaa sesolig draw pima of risk ems die deetrire Its diaimcal
Battalion. He is a 1950 graduate of Damian; MO
Mr. sall-VISU-11111 Illiterem of expression:
"An old land mark is nearly down on South 4th Street. ItspOsW. They Vied Illeneer
The poorest :nan may In his
The old mill, where Robert Young and his brother put in a ternoon with relatives In Pans.
cottage bid detiance to all the
lot of time has almost bee ntorn down Some big timbers
,
j, fora a the *Crown. It may be
Robert L amen was a gund
-Were revealed as the outside Was torn away". Men the Col- evening CAW of Mrs open& frail, its roof may shake. the wind
may blow through It; the storms
umn, "Seen'alt Heard Around' Murray"
Bassett
may enter. the rain may enter—
Mrs. Hugh Dowd, and Miss but the King of England cannot
Trees Pam wire landay after- enter. all In. roma dare not cram
noon callers at Mrs Mettle Jones the threshold of the ruined teneand Mims Lots Marine
ment!"

Ten Years Ago Today

The
*tilt(
GR
Pci

TAM
MAC TARGET— A main target of pro-Mao forces in
Red Chine is believed to be
lie .Lualt ratioven, who has
been attacked In Peking
wall posters He repirtedly
began his career at 16 by
chopping a government offier
cial to death with a

ken'
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3
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tr:!"; VS VOTr'S ter-fro to tee polls Ple.4 nt Dr
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fl ass It New Delhi to a..-A her vent
irs frellra C
her rtcovery from t-rerotimes inflicted by that stsns atikit
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We Have It- We still Gee ti—Or it Can't Se Mad

Thisis
Ford Country.
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Where you
cm drive the
leaderforless.

EgiOryfrifi
g
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TODAY thru SATURDAY *
•

Mit
ISINISA
ARRIVEDERCI,

BBB*

faustarietaAnsocssiosest Doted car
of its kind! Bucket se lts ctandardl And
you yet mite savings on Mustang and all
Ford-line cars at your Ford Dealer's White
nowt
Soecietty ordere4 Ford Cestorri 500 Sedans and Galay,e 500
Here/tops, specially equipped and spccially priced for
this said Limited time come in nowl

COMING SUNDAY
TNE POVIDATOR GOES

mein
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.Ano
smOo
6.
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HEAD THE LEHER'S LLASSIHEOS

Stereo Music ( coo( ert 1 til 1:15

Are
Mrs

That
nvnm

NEWS

A Bible Thought For Today

NI•
4;grs.

Darn
has

Coldwater

of

ifc

in Puryear with Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt lettl
-and
oh.ildren. Mrs. WW1
Glynn M. Orr Vetted Mrs. IOU
Morris fteiorday afternoon.
Mrs, OM" Owen -visited Mrs.
R,. D. Kw :ready.
Mrs. Add Miller and daughter
visited ,)&rs. Cbartes Paaohell
Wednesday.
Mx. and Mrs. Actolphus Paschall
and Clay Coot attended the funand of Mrs Erffie Wheeler at
Hoye:Wyllie Wednesday She was a
sister at Mr. Cook.
Ur. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
dated Mrs, Ens Morris Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt vaned Mr. add Mrs. R, D. Key Sunday afternoon
Mrs Audie Groom-s hatted Mr.
d ides:- 011113, Paeshaikaftern.ion.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
eMted Mr. and Mrs. MUM.
Orr Swaim afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Lamb and Mrs. BI-'
reta Carr of Murray vaned Milt
tars Wicker and son, Ancit, Sun-,
day afternoon
Mr. and Mrs Belly Nanoe and
c:it den, arid Mr and Mrs. J. B.
Irs.n were supper guests of the
Barden Nance s Saturday night.
Mrs. Balla Orem Milled Mrs.
It. D. Key and Mrs. Kona* Taylor Saturday aft:-noon.
Mr. and at.s., Oman Paschall,
tray4on MSc:
Cooper Jones.
Ms visited BP. Vadyn Monday
afternoon.

FROM OF NOT NO CF
INTRIGGE TO ANOTHER;

You're ahead at your Ford Dealer's

PARKER MOTORS INC.

41.••••
00,11111OP

THE LiQUIDATOR"
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BY 0001.12 Of IHE PIRVY CCUNCII. 110% 491,841. 142
bi at.• inn.,-;tii„itirin ot Its as w sewage go, eat •
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Murray, Kentucky
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FORD SCORES ALL — Time victory, in pure oil performance trials. Beata every car in its class in braking,
acceleration, gas saving. Fairlane and Mustang victors in their classes for gee aavings,
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counties.
Schell said at one point thr
•
11.
"Washington is upset" about LI
Nelson director hassle and th
(Continued From Page Ouol
(Continued From Page One)
te lowing statement apparently dir- the program Welt is in jeopard
Visiting Hours: 2:10 n
A Graves Cotalty board merr
Mrs. Darren Shoemaker, Mr and 4!00 p.m. and 7!30 ti.m to 3:3f: ected at the white board mem.m. Visitors are urged to strictly bers, he said: "We have allowed bet offered a motion that
• Qtrs. TIP Miller. Mr. and Mrs
observe these visiting hours and you to run it up to now - we jobs of both Brawn and Warre
Are McRey-nolds. and Mr. and
be terminated as of March 3'
when they do visit to make their aren't any more."
Mrs Ralph McCuiston.
stays brief. Patients must have
Brown charged there are dis- Later, he withdrew it.
Marshall County Judge Pal How
(inlet in order to get welt and crepancies in the Nelson AmendDarrell is feeling stme better. He
doctors and nurses must have the ment program He said he had ard and other directors empha
has been a &dr boy.
from shed they had no quaimel vita
time to administer proper treat- encountered
"interference
accomrplishments of the Nelsor
ment in Privacy
angle."
every
That •fr We6 sort Or fresh title
with the work
He mild nobody was concerned work program or
morning. wasn't it.
W•-•en.
about the salary of Dr. Ray !do- Brawn or
said, -They (0E0
But
h&c! /board chairman and assistCer.yus - Adults
The following was taken from a
us they can
4
ant to the president of Murray officials) hr.ve ahcrwn
Census - Nursery
'filhilton rower,
or Schell Of pretty well can the shota down
University).
State
Admons February 22, 1W7
don't want to
others, "But .here's a Negro gett- here. Certainly, we
p...R.AN/141111_ R.Dr1WWIT
.program."
Mrs, Phvilis Dune. Route _5
the
1e.
3
.-.,-,.
4/4-11
-03*7.3;fre-k43144011
fferalif Atiltii7tioriVe
Per Wisf,-ii-ne Clotihes . 044
The board earlier had fairesi
the Problem." atone of the board
own to a V^OTNE hridoo Murray! James R. Kindred, New
agreement on the many
members are paid tor EOC wort) come to an
by how. Konelkgrv Infnirr**4n irrnvi- (
to supervise
timatra Ray.
7nritArdt Jr
- lhown--ohnnied that Russell hiring of" someone
involving on-thenrtn!tter as it wsei crieinsliv writ- Mew idyl tersest! Mrs. Callie RufMills. Paducah educator who IS a new program
fin 114 Routh 10th /Street. Murpersons in
ten
affiliated with the ROC staff lob traintne for 100
1 MIA fly.. in M.* ya..-el to hes+ rey• Miehael Ian.. 1914 Sherrie
headquarters at Paducah, had the four oramties.
T sop M414/44141/ V • 9:44M Or' nil V Dunn
The application of Elliott C.
1•004,11.new•tro.
been hired as "go-between . .
was read
for the
Miterren
4 won't blow sueem: Visa 'Farm Roeder College
4.
4,1'
tear
.
2 4.0
but
everything
done
he ha.a
ceurt. Murray: Mrs. Dottie Caney up the Nelson (program)." Later Mitchell, a retired Army officer,
' t•Dt saws sf wind is nee+
Sheryl
assistant sicretaryg shso• ,,nsi hole mire lie tiolin Pottte 1. Morns v • 144
Brown referred to Mills as a "pro- is a former
R-uce. Route I. I smoyille: Mrs res....ion-al flunky."
manager of the Paducah Chamso hosow watsr
•
19th
cathy Allen. 306 North
TO,*
4 ..^ft 44.1*.s
"It's all to clear. I'm a Negro,* ber of Commerce.
Street. Murray: Mrs Judy Hon". Brown said.
1V547
The reading of his application
WIN 410
I
nil. 144/1"flred.
from board
0,4 Kirkwood neve Murray: Mrs
r,A rage.
nr- •••••••k Mit/411.e.
Brown listed instances in which set off complaints
ugnms jopeohine Drsolon Hlokin Marshall. Graves, and
fl •frne gm.. to eftlel polo,
he bad aided pcor people with members
counties Some of those
mtemEs thee thin down with %Ann fWV DrIVe. Murray: Mrs Rig-heel
persozusl funds or had helped Calloway
Wonbrontery and both* eleI Honfe- them to establish contacts with directors said nearly all of the
fester
a rub 61/4v lino., on troved 5 Murray: Dry Dunn. 206 Walkout agencies who could hetp them. 100C"a alerted positions are fillsone, herd then bile rob enlor- Murray:- Mrs Zeta Jones, Route Ot those he has heped, all but ed by filoCracke.4 County people
Pirtaily, it was voted to name a
II ed hut don't bile. Just tench and 4. Murray: Master Jason Fitarer- two were white persons, he said
committee which will
std. 1609 Ryan Murray: Charles
aterob
Dr. Mofteld made the only re- selection
Mooch New ('oncord' Mrs. Betty *owe to Brown's speeth. He said confider applicants and make a
7 t•in• •11914Xe filtirws 01,1 of treeCourt
at the next council meettie wteti brocore•oiek handle then Funnernan. 515 College
he regretted that Browp had made report
Morrav• Mrs. Florence Askew references about Mills and that ing.
ren-ei blew •nd set•reh
Judge Howard said interviewr
Route 2, Murray: Miss Pamela 11361s was not present to reply
a wired tee towels on grass.
continuing toward the selectJenkins, Weds Hail NIEM. Murray.
hang old rays on fence
Dr. Mofield began the dismis- are
of a director for the DOC
the
of
review
•
/0 pore rench water in flower
with
earlier
sion
DIsmissals. Febrwary 22, 1961
has beep_ ._actIne director
Schell
hassle.
program
Amendment
bed
Nelson
summer when MayWA
mince
meeting'
Marof
Linn,
Mrs.
Benton;
hot
Johnny
11. seri* porch with
sow'
He saki minutes
rari(hsd.
nard
that
but
2,
Murray:
jory Merren, Route
wster.
Wet Juby were not clear
Howard said he hoped the comMrs. Datha McCallon. Route 2 It appesred there was sentiment
11 Oren toha tieside down.
a recommenKiritsey: Mtge Paerala Downey, -for the hiring of two men to bead mittee could make
19 so Tont 141T1 elven drew .
meeting.
Route 1. Murray; Rabert Saville the Nelson program Later, han- dation at the next
sennoth hair with side combs . .
The committee earlier submittdle formal request went tO
brew run o1 tee. . . set and reit Otero/pod. Illinois; Otis Loftin.
-three- names to OW) affiaials
Route 1. Murray: Mrs. Otie
Washington specified Orilf
I opal and count blessings;
In Wastungton. One, whose name
Route 4, Murray; B. H. Dixon,
was at the top of the list, alWe can't think of a shade coin- Route 2, Kirksey; Henry Attltena,
In the meantime. Dr. Mofteld ready is a director in Me 0E0
GarEffie
3,
Mrs.
Murray:
eaceot
that,
Joe
after
Route
moist to make
said former HOC Director
was not identified by
expired). Route 1, Farm- Maynard "promised" the job to Program. He
that glaAws changed so much in land
name
Jones,
Dexter:
inzton:
CantreD
100 years and past 50
the
Brown "or to recounnend him.
Mrs. Verna Horning. Reenland He may have gone further, but
years
In the audience were present
Drive.Jitirray.
if he did he didn't have author- board members and others who
ity to do so"
wrn become board members in
At a Murray meeting last AO', March. Approalinately 00 persons
Dr. Mati&4 Wad the board decid- sat through Inc two-hour session.
The new board, when it is seated Brawn would head the Nelam
will have 40 members The
program in McCracken and Warren would direct it in the other present board nurnbers 24
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Will Continue To Operate Its

AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have served the people of Murray and Calloway
County with an ambulance service since 1924 and possess
a record of which we are proud.

—ais-

-The F. H.-ChuriKill-Fiinera/ Hotn-e—kas atways-considered ambulance service an important adjunct to its
business of serving the people.

db.ector.

141

We had a combination ambulance from 1924 to
1932 and at that time purchased our first exclusive ambulance (a car which is designed and furnished for the transportation of the sick_ ancl wounded, not a combination_
hearse and ambulance).
Since 1932 the I. H. Churchill Funeral Home has
operated Calloway County's only exclusive ambulance
service and the same is true today. We have one exclusive
ambulance fully air-conditioned, and equipped with oxygen. We have two other combination cars that are fully
equipped with oxygen and are also air-conditioned.

•

I ALFIE
IS
Bawdy!

ANNUM WAGE - Walter
president,
Reuther, LAW
tells the Joint Congressional
EconomicsCommitteetn
Washington that elimination
of hourly wages in favor of
a guaranteed annual income
will be his primary goal in
auto industry labor contract.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE

A

We are meeting all Federal and State laws and regulations concerning ambulance service.
164nuel feller (meal of New
POWELL POWWOW-Rep
•To investigate Adam
committee
the
of
chairman
York,
Democrat, and Rep. Arch A.
Harlem
Powell,
Clayton
member of the comMoore Jr.. R.-W.Va., ranking minority
in deliberation&
Washington
at
together
mittee. put heads

wnrar !tn.

TRADE WITH ...

atPARKER MOTORS
753-5273

Murray, Ky.

LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT

Chevrolet (S)tops'em ALL

"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CAR

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is home pwned
with full time employees who are fully competent to
render first aid. They hold the American Red Cross Certificate, having completed the AdvAnced Course of InMAirtuetion in First Aid to the Injured. They completed this
course on December 9, 1966.

•

4.••••MIllor

Complete Auto Repair
103 No. 7th Street
Phone 153-8868
GEORGE DOWDY - OWNER
— ALL TYPES OF AUTO REPAIRS —
Electrical Systems Diagnosis on the
Famous SUN "880"

We will continue to operate an ambulance service
just as long as we are able since we feel that it is a most
important service to our community, and because we feel
it is our duty to perform it to the best of our ability.
Our ambulance service is performed with the Same
spirit that we perform our funeral services. . . with Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is making this
announcement today because of the wide news coverage
being given to the halting of ambulr.nce service by funeral
homes in this area.

The
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

AIR-CONDITIONING - TUNE-UP - BRAKES - ETC.

We Repair All Makes Foreign Cars

OVERNIGHT SERVICE

•

Ronald W. Churchill - Owner

MEMPHIS and ST. LOUIS
To and From
Murray, Benton and Hazel

Paschall Truck Lines,inc.
•
•

Murray

753-1717

Memphis

525-1415

St. Louis

CE 1-3275

Louisville

584-2446

Nashville

256-8007

Interline to Most Points in the United States

hest emergency
CHEVY CAPTURES CUP-For turning in the
in the recent
braking stop among 77 passenger cars entered
was awarded
Union/Pure Oil Performance Trials, Chesrolet
ability- to make a
Popular Science Magazine', Gold Cup. The
of traffic even after
high-speed emergency stop in a single lane
full-sired Chevrolet
severe brake usage was demonstrated by a
65 miles an
Impala. It braked to a full stop In 166.8 feet from
Jame• G. Musser (left).
hour. Shown presenting the award to
cars. is Hubert
Chevrolet's assistant chief engineer for passenger
Mngarine. Several
Ivicketc executive editor of Popular Science
teials at Daytona
other Chevrolet rare also scored "firsts" in the
attire entries' in fuel
Peach, Ha. A Corsair 500 of- tnplied over all
Chevelks were first
economy with 26.015 miles per gallon. Tv o
class while two Comaros
their
in
economy
fuel
in
second
Ind
the class for sport
acre first and second in acceleration tests in

—

NOW IN OUR 81st YEAR

Third & Maple Streets

••••

Phone 753-2411

HOME OWNED ipTil FULL TIME EMPLOYEES
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Mrs. Claude Farmer
Presents Program
At Circle_ i Meet

LIDGZU

1
riretwito4 Vorie

Circle I of the Woman's Society of Chrtstean Setionce M the
Pest Methodist Church met in
the social MO at the church on
Iheaday, FeEruary El, at two
oteodt M the afternoon.
Mrs Claude Farmer presented
the program on the theme. "Being Sincere With What Is Sacred"
by Dr. Orville H. IMILM and
taiga fetid the neltiodid Woman,
The lisithealting protean on salt
i
t
.
5tt
was dosed with Prayer
(*yodeler taken from Quiet
I Day and eniallid "Believing In
Hirer. WM grilit by Mrs. E A.
Lundquiit who eland with prayer:
Mra. Burnett Warterfield, chairaMatildheed tl
matt, presided and—
.he El:strict meeting will be
tt Martin, Tenn., on February be
A satin: War was held with re.;
!rate:tent' &sing mewed to BA
).y-& nankin by the hosz
;ones, Wm cr. B. dettrIn sal
Yrs. Ballet Dunn
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Household Hints

To frost cupcakes for school
kimonos spilt the cakes and
Vie frosting inside. PUt
sandwich style.
•••
Clae undiluted bleach Lis waft
Of ceramew tile to keep white and
dean
•••

ectx:AUT
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What's New

United Peels Intentattenal
Make your own "mod' belt front
a kit packaged with
44 inches of gold-finshebuck, leather-like
vinyl contoured fur hip-hugging*
lit, five hove eyelets and ..etting
tool. The belt material cornea in
assorted widths.

For quick pumm, nallt Emmen
A new closet accessory he
IIIMffIne In half and butter. Spread
With tonato paste mixed with eliminate the problem a mildew.
and cooked, crurribied It's a cake that can be hung by
meat
bacon. Top with grated cheese end nil own tab on a hanger or beck.
tyoti 8 to 10 11111)1110.15.
placed in drawers.trunk, pia
•• •
lockers, sail begs, or slipped unopened
Haren:n 11111himen
Pre-treat heavily softed areas in der a assures'. Side vents in the
By Abigail Van Buren
S:ree:
rer hew on Smith
,IfIr the *wars% Ike* bez..
catddicer„kt.....12e,__
•
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By TAD ROWADY
WITH Easter not too far In
the offing—March 26th to be
exact—it is none too soon to
begin making plans for the
Spring festivities.
And, because clothes share
a major part of the spotlight
at this time of year and with
warm weather ecoming, lets
start off with versatile finery
for the 'mine fine which will
take Ifilidter and after Easter
In its stlide.
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The stores are now teeming
with delightful, smart Springtime fashions, such as the ones
pictured here, for the 3 to 6X
and 7 to 14 age groups. The
selection is extensive and
geared to please every taste.
These are designed by RARMoppets in 100% easy-care
orlon bonded knits because
knits are having a tremendous
explosion In adult said children'',wear. They are simple

DigrROST MC — Pollster Lou
Harris said Monday Gov. George
Romney cureendy is in good position to get the 1966 Republican
Presidential nomination.
"It's up to Romney to mote out
and get it," Herm told the Detroit. Economic Club. Pie mud Romney's biggest problem may be a
Vietnam policy. "It's not so much
they oppose tits policy, It's that
he hasn't taken a stand," Harris
Sf id.
Crucial states for Romney MR
be Ohio and nttnols. said Harris
who suggested Sen. Charles Percy
of Minces might be a compromise
candidate in cease of a deadlock
between Romney and Richard
Nixon.
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FREE 04 6 Krus---10•4 Suarez. 23, fs free in New York
after admitting last April
that he knifed to death his
common-law wife and their
three children plus her two
others by a previous father.
He was freed on a motion by
an assistant district attorney, who said the conteemon
was the only evidence and
that tt_.11WM.Ottainted_ without Suarez being Informed
of his right to counsel-a
technicality conforming to a
U.S. Supreme Court ruling.
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COLLAR and low-placed belt of this chic
doutle-bseasted whtte coat are outlined in
May. Also connistnTialy *ter White trim.
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Get a specially, equipped Plymouth ata
5peci311y-re4uced price!
\ It your Plymouth dealer's

11

A few more
speeaes H.t that
arid l mild be tile
first lady.

Consider the farm ability' program, for instarice. Today the MS
has greatly depleted Its former
agrnadtaral surpluses. This means
in an Meal posthat America
ition to get rid at the New Dealstyle farm magnets and to shift
agrkellbare to a free market ecotwiny. Fanners and consumers
omit be happy at the same
with an end to quotas and mistrals WA subsidies. But Mr. Johnson has refused to take such reasonable action. Instead, he has
bridgeSed $3 2 billion for farm subsidies and another 11.8 billion for
trend:tiered too& trivetarays, The
MKT never tvtlfi a friend for

PM

Come to our Win-You-Over Sale. Get a winning deal on all Plymouths.
Vietnam.
all the bombing of North
BOMBS AWAY—With
go-ahend on these tar.
US. flyers are still waiting for the
factories and airfields.
gets—power Installations, seaports,

Uncle HAM.
Foreign aid has (ewer and fewer friends In Congress. Even some

Taylor Motor
303 South Fourth St.,

Inc.
Murray. Ky.
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sent ,time."
This awns that Mr. John;oh
has refused to heed the ',tuning
yenta, Belt flashed by the voters
congremioned alecuoat..
S
I
The Great Society was a major
imue, and the voterg sent a
mliCh-ri,:reftlfeed Repttileset eontinstent to Contrite, beoletesi of
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Attr11121112:1 atdqi10, dtialght-tina, doubliebemasted solid
green cost feature, it trim Peter Pan collar. pet-in sleeves,
• and four buttoned pocket flaps Comes sho in solid orange.
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iety at Christian Service of the
'First Methodist Church met in
the Mend'ill of the church on
Theaday. Feiruary 21. at two
n
&cloth in the afternoo
Mrs. Claude Partner presented
the program on the theme, "Being Sincere W:th What Is
by Dr. Orville H. McKay end
*him from the Illialsodba Woman,
, The tirth-esitng props:wan on self
' -tuidy was doled with prayer
Me devotion taken from Quiet
Day and entitled Ilebearith In
lk As
wern- -was gram bfr•
Lundquist wtho teased with prayer.
Mrs Burnett Warterfield, chair;
nan, treaded and annotpaced
.he district meeting 'AI be
it kLarim. Tenn , on February W.
A social hour was held with re-;
!roihen?nts being served to thi
lortney-arreo members by the hos;
asses Mrs. 0 B 0eurin and
Mrs Hallet Dunn.

tuaar

Mrs. Cecil West Is
Leader At Martins
Chapel WSCS Meet
Mn Hardistm Illintsien opened
.1kr home ori,_ South It.h Street
at Fie
ilevidoe_
the Martins Chapel Methodist
Church teki Tuesday. TebruarY
• at seven c'elock in the eventrig
The progrant beds, was Mrs.
Oech: W.The *plc was -Acrom
the Atlantic" with the pingsale
wobeing to better thethleit
then with British bkillotheat
Mrs. Wee wis andated by Mrs
rio limey. Mks Frances Whitand Mrs. W A CunningItheiin preseenng the very inter*this premium.
--Tim--cherfrein ef the nomenatSip twindidesee reed the ante 4
Misers for the 1967-th dearth
- Pear el* are as fellows:
.is. prmtient. Mrs.
Mrs. Wt.die
theism Henry. v.ce-presideni. Mrs.
Karmen Vilianell. rehrdieg secretary. Mrs. James Muirhea treasurer; .Mrs. Cieratd Garrett, ceinpus
842sRLFY: Mee. Ceell West, ChrisMinims. Mrs Ralph
tie=
Itibertem. ismabW wad
. Ovation; Shit Rinke Henry. nth- ary ethscatien. Miss Frances
a.-:.
prcgram materials. Mrs
Lawrence, igidd.ual life; Mrs
PIL-man Cots., supp:y work; Mrs.
Ch,r_ee tnip. Corehar. yam:harts;
W. A Cunihrighaen. /mei
Mr
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To frost cupcakes for school
lunches. split the cakes and spread
ale frosting Made Put together,
eandwitio style
.• •
Use andllutecl bleach in cracks
ot certurac tale to keen white and
clean

Ity Abigail

United Frees laternatienal
Make your own "mod" belt from
a kit packaged with geld-finished
buckle. 44 inches of leather-like
vinyl contoured for hip-hugging 0
fit, five laree eyelets and tatting
tool. The belt material comes ,in
assorted widths.

•••
•• •
For quick piens, spht Encash
A new closet accessory helps
muffins in hoZ and butter Spread
mildes
with tomato paste maxed with eliminate the problem
meat sauce Ind waked. crumbled It's a cake that can be hung by
cheese
"
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o
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. bat*
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h intiad
1tmlnutest
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blimil
saw areas4anci "4 own 14° dra
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pre-t.eat
loners,
in du a cuattress. Bide vents in the
Vim Buren
-vapors
slender- - cernaiater- esethet rar-ver-tiveikr-ina!bin fite an Mane. The date
lo• assia_a••• ibaa yea Diehard yore saaraing-e
anyto pay.
a tittle extra detergent into areas Is skinless and safe to use
•••
seri_ elver, tile dirt has been ground Visere, the maker says.
• • •
DEAR ABBY . I have a very
.n - the coitus of shirts or the
infor
clothes.
'shy
of
°US ,Pr°0101 - I keep 4tangInk TnY knees
New for baths Is a self-riniming
mind about, ao Maybe you can help,
aT
ow,
e ofiron
rylavatoryedmad
lavatoenamei
counter-top
separately
•
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chenille
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me decide andaveiwe paburtoed:e mum:wsot

Mark This Package
'Handle mith Care'

in.:

of

•••
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VW! Attu 15 years of
marriage I am on We verge of
cracking up. My husband is a good
provider. BUT he believes that he
is free to golf, nieht club with his
friend& g0 out when he plemes,
come home when be pleases, with
no quailed:Ls asked. And the aye
The self-rlmm-ng feature slim-4
Is ampoiled to stay horne. raise the Iron here, end
dried outdoors
mates the need for a metal rim,
higone
We've
childrhi and keep her mouth shut. ried this summer
the wr,:ner side out so that tufted
dirt catching coun• ••
Ft* years I have put up with this gether three years and we are rude, earracee can Wow meant each thus removing
ter seems. It mimes :n white and
for the children's sake, but Ileit crazy about each other, but leireli Mime to raise Ws pd..
other colors.
• ••
night he went too far HE stated out the problem:
• ••
an night! He claims he was playing Recently he sent me an engage. Use a steam iron to raise the
poker. and didn't want to esill iii Mere ring. and In plain words. I nip on veivets, earietrovs seat
Fcr Lien ran:, a r.eit caod'atbead* he was afraid he'd-Wale NuR ehret Ilre .1. To :c'l on the crn.h, mute. The teen waits well on
in, sprintier has a btab•ill water
tbe up. Wide! MN UP? I /71231rT ft looks assfally cheap, and I am Pieta and even ophoirtery. Hoed
timer that tnab.es dislikes the exALL ?norm ashamed to wear it I love this fellow
:MOAB MY 1T
the Men hset eihne the fah•.c act amount of wider needed It
I am not old, Mt. ugly. or cold.; very mach and don't *ant to hurt surface with .-he litle side up and
oan gauge up to 1,213 maims at
Friday, February 24
him Cm I him, but what can I do?
heti
0
, the steam to penetrate. Veils a since aetttng
"
ENGAGED &V.v.
Bandit eat iden ouf of the house, or Must
P
The
Spr:ngs
.•
can be re-si.difenei by atring with
•
ahurch will have a minion Wady r tt• the die to Care? Doesn't a wife
and
It
Keep
DEAR ENG %GED:
bt.invesh Lays:a of wast dry
A new nocr finish won't yelan the beet. "Fsrest Thula to :mat any legal herds at all? I sin wear R. Perhaps It, the beat be
low, le alp redstant, and its vinyl I
to be conducted siek Of being treated like a doormat rend afford at the asesseat. Yes ea Phil%
Urban Jungles
its Moss !Veil
surface cif rent
SICK OF TT need as be nutiarnied- t• wear the
by Mrs. Mt Campbell
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DEAR SICK: Tor have a whole
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A household showe 7 for Mn
proud.
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of lonely legal rights with
Sam Ke:.ey and family who lost neck
• • •
an attornee would be glad
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i4 and cisaming stainless steel
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take them to the Masonic
eon Tracy Neal.
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a Nth to Mop a fellow Interested you? Unload your problems on Dear , naltiOn find ,..5.1ted tbC court fcr
and
se. a Matins tar nett Thursday
herfor
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support
great
the
a
monthly
$3.500
Winmell, read
in dating her? I don't mean
Saturday, Velefuney
Abby, sox etraa. Los Iiriffilm. Cal. I
A rummige see wilA be Mid at
be,sane or anything like that, MOM. For a personal, unpublished
the Ireasurter. M.:a James E. Plierfbthe American Legion NMI Martha Mat•Maki debt necking and • 000a- siepty. Include a lialfeeklitsseed.
as. nave her report Ann-moreasen:a wire male of the district
at seven
. /godhead by the ple of knees during the evening. starripied enleioge.
PS
good
Inerung !thaw, 215 at the First
Murray Branch at
Mnoricsa and maybe one extra special
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Frani' Haim
tibur41. ~hi. Teen. and the
ameciation of Univeraity Women. night kiss?
•••
STARTING TO DATE
anssaa/ emainumile Si Mangan.
Per Abby's booklet. -Hew to Have
Phone 751 2431
504 W Main Street
DEAR STARTING: Mars a danM. 'Tenn , Agra
A !bower for Mr and Mrs Ben
"Inter- a Lovely Welting," mend SI I. abbi •
of
kind
The
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tWthirope tub; last their home by
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might east Row Min too
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be bed Wednesday. March 1, at Albs
tabanon, NMI Jersey. was vet atmels2 to • tered dela
Fiances Brown. Mrs R. A.
liven pm at . the church
esinhed on satunlay. Jessteary iroyal blue velvet melbas She- Jeltamon. Dr Dula McCain. and
at six-thirty ifebook in=!Wed a chicade bouquet of okra blue Mrs. Bun Crawfoni
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weal net arid blue en•• •
She
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inenia to the sixteen menabers
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Italingat Iliposito
Gargus I James M Yates read the double
SIM Mittens. Mies lawns
The special cliacusuon group on
the rind rows in • randelight care- Brook, Nem Jersey. brother-in-kw
sad Ms Mary Itidiaiss, with
eosimin served as beat Man. "Great Decisions" will be held, at
mem beiore a white arch and ef
latter becoming • um iiiiiMber
wedding bell background Adorn- The tubas were will lleid Travts. the home of Mrs John Bryant,
the MRCS
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Mrs. Claude Farmer
Presents Program
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Miss Dorotha Sue White Becomes Bride 01
.4Ibert Frank Ifeiss In Lovely Ceremony
4t The Green Piain Church Of Christ
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Hazel Cafe 1- "
*

AIR CONDITIONED

*

Now Serving Fresh Catfish
IN

HAVE SUNDAY DINSER WITH
Private Dining Room
We Cater to Private Parties In
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS. . . 492-9710

TAYLOR MOTORS, inc.

• •

SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 A.M.
kad Wednesday at 1:00 P.M.
— ALL WELCOME —
The RIM, speaks to You
Station WNB8 - 1340 KC
Sunday at 815 am

Wednesday, Marrh I
W8113 of the martins
The
Methodist Church lilt
Chapel
have Its first book study ieth
on James and I Peter at the
church at seven p.m.

4th and Pnrilar
Murray, Kentucky
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ROMNEY HAS CHANCE

fle)

Missal
• belt from
sid-finiahed
leather-like a
-hugging
uad --nth*
I comes,In

wary helps
of =idea
w hung by
sr or book.
✓unt. gym
slipped lin-0
ants In the
itta. vapors
• The Cake
,o use any-

any Easter B I00rn
By TAD ROWADY
wrrlf Easter not too far In
the offing March 16th to be
exact it is none too soon to
begin making plans for the
Spring festivities.
And, because clothes share
a major part of the spotlight
at this time of year and with
warm weather a'corning, lets
Mart off with versatile finery
for the jeune (file which will
take EaSter and after Mater
la lia ofikka

and crisp ko silhouette and
are elegantly and Umelessly
styled.
The coats and dresees
throughout this varied collection are fully lined and corns
colorfully coordinated down to
charming matching hats.
All are fashioned to flatter
and enhance little ones and all
will please even the most demanding and doting gremlins
who bees buying prettleilt

The stores are now teeming
with delightful, smart Springtime fashions, such as the ones
pictured here, for the 3 to 6X
and 1 to 14 age groupe. The
selection Is extensive and
geared to please every taste.
These are designed by R.ARMoppets in 100% sasy-care
orlon bonded knits because
knits are having a tremendous
explosion in adult and chil._MralAti
dren's, wear._ They_are

DETROIT SIF0 — Pollster Lou
Harris said Monday Coy. George
Romney currently is in good position to get the 1988 Republican
Presidential nomination.
"ft's tip to Romney to move out
and get ft," Harris told the Detroit Economic Caub. Re Baud Romney's biggest problem may be a
Vietnam policy. -It's not so much
they oppose his policy, It's that
he hasn't taken a stand," Harris
said.
Credal states fog Romney will
be Ohio and II/knots, said Harris
Who man:Med Sen. Charles Percy
of Minch :night be • compromim
candidate in case of a deadlock
between Romney and Richard
?Mau. •

rA e Ripe For
Picking Now

6

"The Beet In Service ... Beat of Gasoline"
hem

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Phone 753-4131
Across from Jerry's Restaurant
st- MAX mecturrom
•
_Mg GIVE TRFASCIE CREST STAMPS

6.1161.611.6b...
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m 23 Is free in New York
after admitting last April
that he knifed to death Ms
common-law wife and their
three children plus her two
others by a previous father.
Ha was freed on a motion by
an assistant district attorney, who said the confession
was the only evidence and
that It was obtained without Suarez being informer
of his right to counsel—a
technicality conforming to •
ILLS. Supreme Court ruling.
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SUNDAY NEWS
10:00 P.M.
Ma JAY
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ULM OF Mit WS
1003 P.M.
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"The Ambassador's Daughter"
WIN
stsgedgga
Whit* 'with nasty trim or nasty OM *Atte
Meseta boasts matching porn peat beest.

COLLAR and hew-placed belt of tils èi
d,0reaftted white coat are outlined hi
ferry. Also coadrin-resify Attrsidtctiiik

SENSING THE N
By Thu, man Sensing
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to be think of what marts a
wilderness. It is a dry Taws with
no waters of refreshment, no rivers of pleasure. It Is described in
the sixth verse of our chapter as
"a land of deserts end at pita
a land of drought, and ot the
shadown of death . . a land next
no man mantis through, and
where no men dwelt." This was
God to Israel. Is He ever that to
us?
01111
by GEORG( NI
A wilderness Is a desert with
no fruit. Israel seemed to think
M.
Gee.
Landis
By
that there was no fruit in serving
WHEN GOD BEVOSIALII A
God. Do se ever think thud of
WILDERN ESS
Him. the source of every bless..
Text. •0 generation, see ye the
ing?
Word of the LORD. Have I been
a tenderness unto Israel? a /and
A wiiderneas la a dreary place
of daftness? Wherefore gay My iota
_ . up belay._ Isaiah had pro'people, We are Iambi: we TFcàñlà phmied at them seme people, that
no -mere untie- Thee* tier.—arlet.- Mss lemelege• elitne, the IMPIlliee
What pathos in Use Divine la- of their heart, would be.. -He
mentation. when God inquires If bath no form nor canniness: and
He had become a wilderness into when we shell see Him. there is
His people. To appreciate what no beauty that we atsoukl desire
Ln-ael by its actions esteemed God
This yes God to Israel.

A BIT
FROM THE BIBLE

When Oompny's Corning
Ey MAE O'SULLIVAN
NTICRTAINTLNG Is 0E1 y
easy and breezy when you
plan and prepare ahead. The
ideal dish to serve is one that
can be readied ahead of Ulna
sio that when guests arrive
years tree toriejoy Mem.
Bluth. of todays recline star
Ws categt:ey.'Bollt feature
base whisk is abundant right
sue as weR as s. secret inSIPMeet. nummediunt 'lutaMei* whieh bring: out all the
beefjpsRavor of the meat,
%VIOL IAN/AGNS
round beef
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own beef and attion in
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TIME lad
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Ifozzaneht. cheese
Rum glutamate. salt, pepper.
basil and oregano.'nu gently
with tack to ttlatrilinne sea.-

a 1n
need
'Rea/
RAY

darkness to us?
And the wilderness Is a place
of death, "a land of the shadow
of 'death' How tragic that the
beLord of Light and Life had
come as darkness and death to
His chosen people. Dr& He mean
Light and Life to us?
Lifeless formality had taken the
dartA wilderness la a piece of
of vital devotion to God
place
ness, where there Is no Light.
same causes produce the
the
and
That God was to Diesel. Is He
some results today.

•

Sprinkle beef with meriefee.

BUS
AL?

Is He that to us?
A wilderness A a place ,of deInhebitanla
without
Bohnion
"where no man dwelt." This suggests the absence of communion
and fellowship with God. This
God was to Israel. Is He that to
us?
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go wrung with S. sheipie recipe, such as Party Meat Loaf, that's guar.
can be sliced and served cold for lunch.
anteed great. Leftover meat can be Mew or

tificF mime

betted ad In skillet breaking
up with fork. Add tomato

t

Az met latensatfosal photos
"TEE RECIPE for this savory Lasagna is uncomplicated. It.

taAcit onky ea War ix= LIM you Aug ListkiL 11.4 nerved.

snare sad water. Wring to boil;
reams Wet; aleaswr 20 min.
Cook burg= awarding to

DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL 753-6363
PEOPLES BANK

3 c. sort bread crumbs
1 media= ado.thiely

chopped
e. Seely dapped
pkg. ctErsolimil
pareleg
Alternate IRS= et Amok
2 tea inwhisoillask
beef, P'srmemia einem awl
glutamate
cottage cheese la
lap.
ed hi
% t pdeewe
Bake at 35011. for se mile.
wed bea
During last 5 min_ of baking
Float e
bUy ni leasrge
time, cut Mozzarella cheese In
w
half diagonally; arrange on bawl Ad
ai aa vinegar sat
top. Serves 6 to it.
Tabasco; Weal welL
PARTY MEAT LOAF
IOW In crumbs. oaken Wel
2 errs
ley. nacemodhun fortasame,
1 DI or.) can tomato
salt end thyme. Add gramd
sauce or 1 c. tomato
Mee,
I thsp. prepared =tatted
1 Map. montases
1 amp vinegar
tsp. Tabasco

of
Murray, Kentucky

CLOSE-OUT ON FLOOR COVERING AND
VINYL ASBESTOS TILE

beef; mix well.
Turn into 9x3Y.3-1n_ loaf r
Bake at 350'F. for 13 bou.iQ
Turn out onto platter.
Serves 12,

= While It Lasts

WALlIEL DIM Of THI FUTURE—Unif(*ms operating room
nurses of the future may wear cre modeled in Chicago prier
to being Mown at the National Convention of Operating
Room Nurses in Ban Diego, Calif. Gretchen Sonja (left)
wears a disposable paper creation, Lou May I middle) wears
a unitized leotard illustrated with body organs, and Ruth
Rodriguez wears plastic uniform with black dot "germs.-

• 6.000 PC. 9x9x1/16" TILE
Sr ea.
9 patterns to choose from
• 1.400 PC. 12x12g1/16- TILE
1Se ea.
4 patterns to choose from
• MO SQ. YD. GOODYEAR ALL VINYL FLOOR
$2.23 sq Yd.
- COVERING. 72- wide
All Floor Covering Is Factory Guaranteed

BUCY-PARKER LUMBER COMPANY
753-5712

('oncord Road
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This one has it all
Cougar has been ahead of the peck from the start.
luxury features. Why
trap? its sleek, European look to its exclusiveworld's top award...
not pick yourself a winner .. winner of the auto
Motor Trend's "Car of the Year'' Award.
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AND we're celebrating with a money-saving
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LEDGER & TIMES
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Hatcher Auto Sales,Inc.
515 Soutli 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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P-TA FOUNINNG-It's a case cutting in New York's Hotel
Plaza celebrating the 70th antuversary of the founding of
the Parent-Teacher Association. From left: Mrs. Jennelle
Moorehead. Eugene, Ore., national president; William Randolph Hearst Jr.. whoa* grandmother was a co-founder;,.........
Mrs. Alice Birney Jones. El Paso. Tex.. whose great grandmother also was a P-TA co-founder.
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Just arrived! New Cougar XR-7.

European elegance comes to Cougar Country in Mercury's Car
of the Year. Soft glove leather! Walnut-grained vinyl panels. Dials you
can read! Overhead console! Hidden headlamps! Powerful V-8 engine.
And all as standard equipment. Come drive Cougar XR-7—the .first
popular-priced luxury sports clr that'g .-tistomized for you.
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NOW YOU KNOW
by Untied Pres. International
Julius Caesar, who subdued the
nrettared tribes at Oeule between
5'7 and Oh BC , le considered the
first ruler of Prance.
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A $100 MlitION OUTLAY to combat this crime situation in the U.S in proposed by R•p
James scheuer. D-N.Y He wants a Nt•It• ro,1 Institute for Crime Preiention and Control. citing that crime costs the nation more than $27 billion a year.
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Mercury Cougar,Car of theYear.
. Now on display at:

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
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Murray, Kentucky

515 South 12th Street
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